1 – ROSSINI’S BARBER: A MASTERPIECE HIDING IN PLAIN SIGHT
Contributor: Jeffery McMillan
Guest: Lucas Meachem
Producers: Jeffery McMillan, Troy Smith

Featured Archival Recordings: SFO’s 2015 Il Barbiere di Siviglia

2 – ADAPTING AN OPERA
Contributor: Jeremy Patfield
Guests: John Del Bono, Jessica Jahn, Alexander V. Nichols, Ryan O’Steen, Matthew Ozawa, Matthew Shilvock
Producers: Chris Davis, Jodi Gage, Chris Largent, Jeremy Patfield

3 – DROPPED INTO HISTORY: THE MAKING OF THE WAR MEMORIAL
Contributor: Rachel Garoon
Producers: Rachel Garoon, Jeffery McMillan, Barbara Rominski

Featured Archival Recordings: SFO’s 2017 Tosca

4 – WHY OPERA, DOC? OPERA AND ANIMATION THE GREAT COLLABORATION
Contributor: Michael Bragg
Guests: Pete Docter, Craig Kausen
Producers: Michael Bragg, Chris Largent, Jeffery McMillan, Troy Smith

Featured Archival Recordings: SFO’s 2015 Il Barbiere di Siviglia

5 – OPERA GOSSIP GIRL
Contributor: Rachel Garoon
Guest: Patricia Racette
Producers: Jodi Gage, Rachel Garoon

Featured Archival Recordings: SFO’s 2012 Tosca
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North Stage Door is supported by the Creative Edge Fund, founded by Carol and Dixon Doll, and by an OPERA America Innovation Grant, supported by the Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation.

We want to thank all our labor organizations whose members, artists, and craftspeople bring our operas to life.